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First grade math doubles plus one worksheets.
Learning Center / Math GameAddition Doubles +1Addition Memory Match Card Game:Doubles +1Flip the cards upside down. Match the addition facts with their sums. The player with the most matches wins. (Recommendation: Print on card stock or thick paper so students cannot see through the cards.)Kindergarten and 1st GradeMore Basic
Addition WorksheetsFind hundreds of worksheets, games, and printables for teaching basic addition fluency and concepts. This website uses cookies We and our advertising partners use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our website, to show you personalized content and targeted ads, to analyze our
website traffic, and to understand where our visitors are coming from. You can find more information and change your preferences here Doubles plus 1 is a strategy used to add two consecutive numbers that is, when they are next to each other. We simply add the smaller number twice or double it and then, add 1 to it, to get the final result. Here,
for example, consecutive numbers 8 and 9 have been added using the doubles plus one strategy. Here are more examples of the double plus 1 strategy. Fun Facts– Doubles plus 1 and doubles minus 1 are also called near doubles strategies. Let’s sing! Let’s add consecutive soap bubbles,Adding five and six; there’s no trouble!Just make the smaller
number double,Then add 1 to the double of the bubbles. Let’s do it! Have fun with your child by asking them to find the doubles of numbers you say and then use double plus 1 and doubles minus 1 strategies to find the sum of consecutive numbers between 1 and 20. Doubles minus 1 Welcome to The Adding Doubles Plus 1 (Small Numbers) (A)
Math Worksheet from the Addition Worksheets Page at Math-Drills.com. This math worksheet was created on 2014-07-21 and has been viewed 35 times this week and 171 times this month. It may be printed, downloaded or saved and used in your classroom, home school, or other educational environment to help someone learn math. Teachers can
use math worksheets as tests, practice assignments or teaching tools (for example in group work, for scaffolding or in a learning center). Parents can work with their children to give them extra practice, to help them learn a new math skill or to keep their skills fresh over school breaks. Students can use math worksheets to master a math skill through
practice, in a study group or for peer tutoring. Use the buttons below to print, open, or download the PDF version of the Adding Doubles Plus 1 (Small Numbers) (A) math worksheet. The size of the PDF file is 22258 bytes. Preview images of the first and second (if there is one) pages are shown. If there are more versions of this worksheet, the other
versions will be available below the preview images. For more like this, use the search bar to look for some or all of these keywords: math, addition, doubles, strategy. Open Full Version Download Full Version Open Student Version Download Student Version The Print button initiates your browser's print dialog. The Open button opens the complete
PDF file in a new browser tab. The Download button initiates a download of the PDF math worksheet. Teacher versions include both the question page and the answer key. Student versions, if present, include only the question page. The Adding Doubles Plus 1 (Small Numbers) (A) Math Worksheet Page 1 The Adding Doubles Plus 1 (Small Numbers)
(A) Math Worksheet Page 2 Other Versions: More Addition Worksheets 72 sorts and worksheets to help students practice doubles, doubles plus one, and doubles plus two.Circle the Doubles, Doubles +1, and Doubles +2Sort the dominoes (doubles, doubles +1, doubles +2, neither)Sort the equations Equations with PicturesSolve the equationsWrite
the doubles fact and solve the equationCut and Paste: Double fact to equationCut and Paste: Equation to doubles fact Word problemsExplain how to use the doubles strategy to solve the equationMystery PicturesFact Fluency half sheePage 2Editable Academic Posters in 3 colors including colorful with white background, Colorful with black
background, and muted rainbow colors. Help your students retain ELA, Math, and Science vocabulary while making your alphabet wall more engaging with these colorful core vocabulary posters and word wall cards. This product includes 160 ELA, 470 Math, and 190 Science vocabulary posters.Also included are word wall ELA, Math, and Science
cards to supplement your posters and lessons.Below are the termsPage 3This bundle of Math Boom Cards will have your students practicing doubles, doubles plus 1, and near doubles addition facts. Use these digital math task cards as math center, homework, whole group activity, small group activity, early finisher game, intervention, and more! This
bundle includes 4 decks of Boom Cards. Each deck focuses on doubles, doubles +1, and near doubles facts. These activities will help your students with their addition fact fluency.Buy these decks together in the bundle to sPage 4Fall Math Doubles Fact Activitiesby Practice Doubles, Doubles Plus One (Near Doubles), and Doubles Plus Two with this
fall-themed set!Included in this product:Doubles Facts Small Poster/Anchor ChartDoubles Plus 1 Facts Small Poster/Anchor ChartDoubles Facts with Ten Frames Small Poster/Anchor ChartDoubles Plus 1 Facts with Ten Frames Small Poster/Anchor ChartDouble the Leaves to 12, Double the Leaves to 20, Doubles and Doubles Plus 1 to 12, Doubles
and Doubles Plus 1 Under 20, and Doubles Plus Two Worksheets: Students will write tFirst Grade Math: Doubles Plus One and Doubles Minus Oneby This 69 page unit contains printables, anchor charts and centers to support your instruction on this difficult strategy. The materials were made with firsties in mind, but they could also be used for small
group instruction with advanced kinders or remedial instruction with seconds.This math packet includes activities and worksheets to Doubles Plus OneDoubles Minus OneI have other sets of games and printables for the following topics:First Grade Math: RegroupingFirst Grade Math: EquationsFirstDoubles, Doubles Plus One, Doubles Minus Oneby
Traveling Teacher's ToolboxDoubles, Doubles Plus One, Doubles Minus One is great for teaching mental math! Help students understand that solving addition problems can be done quickly and easily if they know what their doubles facts are.Included in this product are:an 8.5 x 11 mini poster showing doubles, doubles plus one, and doubles minus one
addition problems and answersa page of doubles plus one addition problemsa page of doubles minus one addition problemsan answer keyYou may also be interested in:Alexander, Who UsedDoubles Facts Poster Setby The Fabulous Life of an Elementary TeacherThis poster set includes a full-page poster for each doubles fact (1-10). You can print them
full page for a display, print 2 per page for a smaller display, or even more per page for individual student use. Your students will love the visuals on each poster! These visuals will also help your students remember their doubles facts. I have also included a page with all 10 facts/graphics on it. These would be great to print for each student! Can be
copied in grayscale to save on ink :) *Just addeDoubles and Near Doubles Mini Unitby Teaching with Crayons and CurlsAre you teaching your students how to add doubles and near doubles/doubles plus one!? This is the perfect mini-unit to add to your instruction! Teach students how to add doubles with a fun super hero theme and then teach them
how to add near doubles/doubles plus one using ice cream and doubles scoops of fun! This unit includes anchor charts, mini-anchor charts, guided practice slides, activity sheets, AND activities for math centers or practice! Games included are Doubles Dash and Double ScooSubjects:Doubles, Doubles Plus One, and Doubles Plus 2 Bundleby
Worksheets and Exit Slips to help your students practice the doubles strategy! Worksheets:Circle the Doubles, Doubles +1, and Doubles +2Sort the dominoes (doubles, doubles +1, doubles +2, neither)Sort the equationsEquations with PicturesSolve the equationsWrite the doubles fact and solve the equationCut and Paste: Double fact to equationCut
and Paste: Equation to doubles factWord problemsExplain how to use the doubles strategy to solve the equationExit Slips:Doubles:solve the equation (5)identiMath Doubles Facts Bookby Here is a fun way to help your students learn their doubles facts. The book uses the doubles facts rap. Your students have to write the answer to the fact and draw a
picture in the box on each page. I have my students draw a real-life examples of each problem like 5+5=10 they would draw two hands. They can even color in the numbers. VIEW MY BLOG AND DON'T FORGET TO FOLLOW ME!LIKE MY PAGE ON FACEBOOK!Doubles and Doubles +1by UPDATED 11/25/16 This unit is JAM PACKED with 125 pages
of DOUBLE BUBBLE fun to help you teach doubles and doubles plus 1 facts effectively. It includes anchor charts, interactive notebook pages, whole and small group activities, centers, craftivities and more! Below you will find everything that is included. All activities come in a color and black and white option. 1. Anchor chart 2. Interactive Notebook
Pages 3. Doubles Booklet 4. Spin a Double 5. Spin a Doubles +1 6. Doubles/Doubles +1 POThis packet of 7 cut and paste activities is a great supplement to the first grade Engage New York math curriculum for Module 1. Included are cut and paste activities for Doubles within 10: -Doubles -Doubles plus one -Doubles and doubles plus one together Identification of doubles and doubles plus one problems -Using doubles facts to help solve doubles plus one problems Check out my store for related products! Number Bond Match Missing Addend Cut and Paste Visit my blog! The Creative ColorfuAdding Doubles Plus One - Math Picture Puzzles {1st Grade}by This Adding Doubles Plus One Math
Picture Puzzles packet for first grade includes six (6) puzzle activities that focus on the skills of adding doubles plus one to add numbers within 20. These puzzle activities will provide a fun and engaging way for your firsties to practice and apply the strategy of adding doubles plus one as well as learn the doubles addition facts when adding within 20.
Related Products:Counting to 10 - Math Picture Puzzles {1st Grade}Counting to 20 - Math Picture Puzzles {1sDoubles Plus One and Doubles Plus Two Addition Fact Bingo!by Need a fun way to practice doubles plus one and doubles plus two addition facts! Look no further! This bingo set features 24 different bingo cards and 20 calling cards to help
your students master these facts! The facts included in this game include: 1+2=3 2+3=5 3+4=7 4+5=9 5+6=11 6+7=13 7+8=15 8+9=17 9+10=19 10+11=21 0+2=2 2+4=6 3+5=8 4+6=10 5+7=12 6+8=14 7+9=16 8+10=18 9+11=20 This can be used whole group our student led at a math center!Doubles and Doubles Plus 1 and 2 - Addition
Activity Packby This pack of activities and worksheets will make learning the doubles strategies for addition engaging and fun! This is Pack 32 in our series of sequenced math activity packs and includes fun games for the various doubles strategies for addition.This collection of 5 math games/centers will complement your math program and lessons.
Perfect for the teacher who needs fun motivating resources that are easy to prepare. This bundle will help students learning to:learn single digit doubles facts for adPage 5This product is all you need for a fun and engaging unit on near doubles! My students absolutely love playing these games and I love watching them have fun and learn at the same
time. These games and activities are designed for partner, small group or whole class lessons. Games and activities included in this pack are: Near Doubles Naughts and Crosses Near Doubles/addition snakes and laddersNear Doubles Bingo! Near doubles I have you have Near doubles neighbours Near doubles sums Click theAddition Near Doubles
Color By Codeby First and second grade students build addition fact fluency with the effective mental math strategy of adding one to a doubles fact. Students will quickly master the doubles plus one strategy with these no prep color by code worksheets which work well as math stations, centers, rotations, homework, sub tubs, early or fast finisher
activities and more!Product Description:Eight doubles + 1 facts coloring sheetsEight answer keysThe following facts are included:0 + 11 + 22 + 33 + 44 + 55 + 66 + 77 +Doubles and Near Doubles Games and Printablesby The Iced Coffee ClassroomThis product is perfect for teaching your students doubles facts, doubles plus one and doubles plus
two. The product includes: -hands on opportunities -task cards -Spin and Solve -Bump -Memory Games -Printables -Word Problems With more than 10 different activities this pack is sure to help a range of learners practice, master and apply doubles and near doubles facts. *Games are included in color and black and white Check out Adding
Subtracting Using 10 for more addition and subtraction prSubjects:Doubles Plus One Jack-O-Lantern Math Craftby Doubles Plus One Halloween/Pumpkin/Jack-o-Lantern Math CraftThis adorable jack-o-lantern themed math craft will help review and reinforce the doubles plus one math strategy with your students. All of the craft pieces can be printed
for the students to cut out. The craft comes with different doubles plus one equations on leaves to be printed on green construction/printer paper. The Jack-o-Lantern's teeth show the doubles plus one fact. The finished craft can be displayed on a bulletin board,Types:Math Fluency | Addition Facts and Doubles Math Centersby These football math fact
centers include 3 different centers that will help your students build math fact, doubles, and doubles plus 1 fluency in a fun and engaging way! Your students will want to use these math activities again and again. Directions for each center are included in two sizes. Additional directions to play Memory and Go Fish with the Doubles and Doubles Plus 1
centers are also included. All center activities come in color and black & white. These fun and engaging FootballUse this chart to give your students the visuals they need to remember quick tricks for mental math. Knowledge of doubles facts is important for mental math. This is a great reference tool to encourage your students to use addition
strategies when problem solving. Simply print the poster to hang on your focus wall or for your students to keep in their notebooks. The chart also looks great when enlarged into a poster! ===================================================== BUNDLE AND SAVE!Types:Using Doubles to Subtract Worksheetby
SUBTRACTION STRATEGY... Using doubles to help your little ones learn their subtraction facts is an excellent way to help them make the connection between addition and subtraction, as well as to memorize their facts. Included in this packet: ~Using doubles to subtract visual tutorial ~Doubles addition practice page ~Using doubles to subtract
practice page How to get TPT credit to use on future purchases: • Please go to your My Purchases page (you may need to log in). Beside each purchase youI Have, Who Has, Doubles Addition Gameby Just Teachy - Megan ConwayThis is a great, low prep, class game to practice doubles addition! It makes a great warm-up activity or time filler.
Excellent activity to leave for a substitute teacher!To Prep:Copy pages onto cardstock, laminate for durability, and cut out.To Play: Pass out the cards to all players. If you have more players than cards, they can work with partners. The player with the “Start” card reads their card first. After they ask “Who has_____”, then the player with the answer to
their question goesLooking for no prep & fun activities for your first grade and second grade students to practice using doubles to add? Look no further than this color by code packet filled with adding doubles worksheets and adding doubles plus one worksheets. Students will quickly build fact fluency as they use effective mental math strategies to
solve facts. These color by number pages work well as math stations, centers, rotations, homework, sub tubs, early or fast finisher activities and more!Product DesAdding Doubles- A Ladybug Math Craftivityby Want a cute math/art project for spring? Kids make a cute ladybug and then roll a dice to see how many spots their ladybug will have. Then
complete a math sentence to finish the project. There is a fun worksheet that allows kids the opportunity to practice adding doubles. This supports the Common Core math standards for Kindergarten. Add it to your spring units of study for a nice cross curricular connection. The ladybug creativity makes a cute bulletin board.Doubles Facts Bingoby
Doubles Facts Bingo Doubles Facts are very important! Our kiddos need to have them down solid because other facts build on the doubles. Here is a quick print and play activity that will help your students practice doubles facts and have a blast. On each bingo board there are 16 doubles facts or sums. Before playing, the students write the answers
to the doubles facts or write the doubles fact for the given sum. Then, all you have to do is pass out a small treat or manipulatives and play! InclDoubles Plus One Boom Cards™ - Digital Activityby Looking for a fun, digital activity to help your students develop number sense and practice the doubles + 1 addition strategy? Your students will love these
interactive, digital task cards! Boom Cards™ work on just about any device with internet access and are great for morning work, remediation, assessments, and so much more. New to Boom Cards? The download includes links with all the info you'll need to get started.This activity is great for in the classroom or with distance learning!CheckDoubles
Facts Addition Memory Match Gameby Practice addition double facts with this engaging memory match game!Print and cut out the cards. Laminate for durability. Place in a literacy center or use in a small group setting. Instruct students to place all cards upside down. Take turns flipping over two cards and trying to find a match. If students find a
match, they get to keep the cards and get another turn. If not, they should flip the cards back over. Gameplay continues to the next player. Continue playing until all the matches are fSubjects:Types:Support your classroom instruction with this Addition Google Slides Game! This game that covers "Doubles" and "What makes Ten" was designed give
your students another way to learn or review their basic facts. (20 questions total, 10 each skill) This self-correcting game has a reward chart to keep students engaged and excited about learning. If the student answers wrong, they are taken to a learning slide to count suns and rainbows before answering again. You can play as a class, in a small
groupMath Posters and Student Cards: Doubles and Doubles + 1by This download includes posters and student cards for the following math strategies:• Doubles• Doubles + 1The posters include each sum to 20 (written horizontally and vertically) and the set includes student cards that can be used as flash cards or trading cards in a highengagement structure such as "Quiz, Quiz, Trade."As an alternative to posters, this document can also be used at a math center and/or as a student resource in math journals.Copy Permission: This download may be enlarged by the pDoubles and Doubles Plus One {+1} Halloween Gamesby This mega Doubles and Doubles Plus One pack is filled with
Halloween inspired themes that will get you set for lots of fun ways to practice these facts to help build automaticity! -12 Doubles and Doubles +1 Candy Corn Task Cards -12 Doubles and Doubles +1 Candy Corn Task Cards with with missing addend -12 Doubles and Doubles +1 Bat Task Cards -16 Halloween words problems (Doubles and Doubles +1
Facts) -Class set (32 Open Task Cards) for your class to create their own spooky Halloween word proPage 6Doubles Factsby Looking for a fun and engaging way to incorporate Halloween into your math activities? These Halloween Addition Doubles Facts are perfect for the beginner or even as a review for your Halloween Math Centers!This

Halloween resource contains fun practice activities just focusing aroundadding doubles 1+1 through 10+10! Your students can have addition FACT Power with this packet of Halloween fun practice! Use these Halloween Double Addition Math pages for math centers, buddy activities, peer tutoriDoubles Additionby Jessica Tobin - Elementary
NestDoubles Addition and Near Doubles Addition: "Dinosaur Doubles" -These 10 fun dinosaur decorated doubles center games focuses on doubles and near doubles addition facts. The two sets of games are the SAME for doubles and near doubles, it just has different sets of numbers for the different problems. Meant to be with partner, small group, or
independent. Games Included: Spin-a-Double Spin-a-Near Double Doubles Dice Near Doubles Dice Speed Doubles Speed Near Doubles Doubles Concentration NeAddition with Doubles and Doubles Plus One Practice Worksheetby This set of worksheets focuses on the doubles and doubles plus one concept of addition. Included in this 14 page set are
doubles and doubles plus one facts with ten frames, dominoes, and number bonds where the students will complete the addition sentences.There are also blank templates of ten frames, dominoes, and number bonds so students can use dice or dominoes to create their own problems. These worksheets were created as a supplement to Common Core
Standards aligned to fit any first grade cDoubles Facts Addition to 20by This math resource for first and second grades provides concrete and visual support for learning the addition doubles facts for sums to 20 for the benefit of students who may need more than a doubles rap to develop fluency with these. Activities are provided to develop
associations between the visual, pictorial cues and the corresponding equations. Two engaging games for reinforcement are also included. This resource was updated with new fonts, borders, and clip art on May 7, 2018. This resourcAdding & Subtracting Doublesby Several games and worksheets you can use to teach students how to add doubles and
doubles plus 1 facts. They will also connect doubles addition to subtraction. Number Model Sort- Students will sort doubles/not doubles number sentences and solve them. Doubles All Around- Students will create doubles number models/sentences from familiar pictures. Two options included for differentiation. Domino Doubles- Students will build
doubles number sentences using dominoes. Then they will build the coNear Doubles Bingoby Near Doubles Bingo comes with two different versions to help students learn the near doubles (doubles plus or minus 1) addition facts. It's perfect for students who are fluent in the doubles combinations through 20 but need help making the connection to
the near doubles facts. In this game packet, you get: 1. Teacher background info. (the math behind the game) 2. Student direction sheets 3. printer friendly black and white or color game boards 4. Version 1- In the first version, studentsThis resource is designed to help teach and reinforce learning doubles addition facts. Doubles facts are an
important skill for students to learn and help make solving math addition problems quicker when they can find a double. This pack has games and activities to help your students learn their doubles. Boom cards task cards are also included for a digital component to help with distance learning.Included in this pack:-Doubles puzzles-Doubles Flash
Cards (with & without answers)-DoublesAdd and Color Hidden Pictures {Winter Doubles Facts}by Add and Color Hidden Pictures {Winter Doubles Facts} This is a set of 5 winter-themed addition printables focusing on doubles from 1+1 to 12+12. Each printable contains a 10 by 10 grid with a sum within each box. Below the box are the 12 addition
problems your students will have to solve in order to color in the grid correctly to reveal the hidden picture. The printables include: FOREST SNOWMAN HOT CHOCOLATE BUNDLED UP KID ICE SKATE PENGUINS How to Use: Print, copy, and assign these printabIn this math game students play with a partner taking turns rolling an 10-sided die
and doubling it. This game is great for practicing doubles facts from 1-10. Then students cover the number and try to get four in a row to win! Great for practicing doubles addition or the 2 times table for multiplication. Laminate it and use place markers for continued play!*I purchased a large set of polyhedral dice online at a low cost for math games
with more variety and challenge than the standard 6-sided diMath Knockout FREEBIE {Doubles Facts}by This quick-paced, nail-biter of a FREE math game will leave your kids BEGGING for more! Team up to knock out the other team's player. The last team standing wins! This is by far the most engaging thing I've done for my classroom this year.
My kids get SO excited when we play, and they work super hard all week practicing their math facts just so they can improve their Knockout game! Not only is this great for learning math facts, but it builds character as it emphasizes teamwork and good sportsmHelp students practice their doubles facts in a variety of ways. This product includes 5
print and go worksheets with doubles to 20. These product also includes the same five pages in digital format for Google Classroom. Assign one or all pages directly to your students from home. Use these for homework, morning work, extra practice, guided practice, small group rehearsal, or however you see fit!Doubles Facts Numbers Worksheet/
Free!!!!by FREE - Double NumbersThis is a fun bubble themed freebie to teach children how to double numbers. There are six worksheets in total. Details of worksheets listed below.Draw and double x 1Double number bonds x 1Horizontal Double Addition x 1Double number drills x 1Double Cut and Past x 1Color the Bubble by the Double x 1I hope
you enjoy these worksheets, please remember to leave feedback.Like my worksheets? Below are some more.Click here for Balancing Equations Worksheets .Click here for Count toAdding Near Doubles Digital Gameby Looking for a fund way to practice adding near doubles facts? Look no farther, this digital no-prep game and worksheet are sure to
keep your students playing. While this is on Google Slides student accounts are NOT needed to play. You can play the near doubles fact game on any platform on any device! Ways To Use:Distance learningMath centersHomeworkIndependent practiceMake sure to FOLLOW me to grab a years worth of 2nd grade math. This activity pairs well with 2nd
grade Envisions Topic 2 LessonFall Doubles Bump Math Gameby This fun math game will help students practice their doubles facts to 20 (a ten sided die will be needed). Each player takes a turn rolling the die. The player doubles the number on the die and then places a disk on that number on the gameboard. If another player has a disk on the board
that player can BUMP their opponent off. But if a player has two tokens on a number, then he/she has won that number. The game ends when the entire board is full. The winner is the player that has won the most nThis Addition Math Center Game is a great way to get your students a hands-on, engaging critical thinking game! Plus this math center
adding activity is a quick and easy way for teachers to provide meaningful learning that meets the needs of all students!Use this activity after you have taught the concept of adding doubles, +0, +1, and +2 to check student understanding or to give your students more practice.This Magic Square includes the following:Magic Square #1 - Adding
doubles 1-12Magic SquarPage 7Interactive with moveable pieces, these digital activities are the perfect way to differentiate the practice of Doubles Facts to 20. Pre-loaded and ready to use with Seesaw™ and Google Slides™, students develop the conceptual understanding of addends that are the same to increase basic addition skills, ideal for
Distance Learning, Virtual Learning, Hybid, In-Person, and Homeschool. These activities would work well for independent work, centers, synchronous and asynchronous learning, home learnPage 8This is the second of four units in my Headfirst Math Curriculum. It covers Subtraction, Communitive Property, Fact Families, Doubles Facts, Doubles + 1
Facts, Using addition to check subtraction, Mixed Addition & Subtraction, Missing + or – sign, & Missing Addend. It provides lessons with worksheets (Common Core Standards listed), a clickable table of contents, centers, flashcards, math vocabulary cards and posters, a counting calendar, number pattern activities, story problems, homewoPage
9You can save 20% off this product by purchasing it as part of the Yatta Addition, Subtraction, Doubles, and More Growing Bundle. Click HERE to learn more. Eight different Yatta games in one!Yatta is a highly engaging game that allows students to work on skill fluency while having fun. In this version, you can choose to have students work on
addition, subtraction, doubles, doubles + 1, and 3 Numbers with Doubles. There will be quite a few mats and corresponding cards for you to use. This is soPage 10This product contains 12 slides that each feature a set of doubles multiplication (1x1 up to 12x12). These slides can be printed and used as a reference sheet for students, as a quiz on
multiplication facts, or as a fun game! They can also be used as classroom posters!The recommended student grade levels for this activity are Grades K, 1, 2, and 3!These products were designed by Jennifer Payne, owner of Victory Garden Kids, in CA.Please see the other items in our store and hit the green star toPage 11This product contains 12
slides that each feature a set of doubles multiplication (1x1 up to 12x12). These slides can be printed and used as a reference sheet for students, as a quiz on multiplication facts, or as a fun game! They can also be used as classroom posters!The recommended student grade levels for this activity are Grades K, 1, 2, and 3!These products were designed
by Jennifer Payne, owner of Victory Garden Kids, in CA.Please see the other items in our store and hit the green star toPage 12First Grade Math Fluency Menu: Composing/Decomposing Doublesby Have you been looking for a hands-on way for students to practice their doubles facts to twenty? Then look no farther!This pack contains 9 hands-on
activities, specifically created for students to practice composing and decomposing doubles facts. Students will be learning their doubles facts in a fun and engaging way.Games include:Peas and CarrotsRekenrekBead StringsIs It a DoubleDoubles RapDoggone DoublesRoll and RecordSolve ItFact Search*This is an add-on set of games to the original
First GJack O Lantern Escape Room!Your students will have fun practicing their [doubles addition without regrouping] by creating a Jack O Lantern. Click on the correct sum to add each piece. If the incorrect answer is chosen, an oopsie message will be received and they simply click to try again. At the completion of this 5 question Escape Room,
students receive a secret word to give to you. This allows you to know they completed the Escape Room correctly.This product is 100% digital. It can be used inDoubles Facts (adding 10) Google Slides 2nd Gradeby Doubles Facts (add 10) Google Slides 2nd Grade Digital Task CardsI just love GOOGLE SLIDES. I use them with my class and it is so nice
to have a quick assessment of whatever skill my students are working on. Keep your students on task and accelerate their learning with these MATH activities.These 2nd Grade Digital Math Centers are colorful, engaging, and a perfect way to help ensure that your students get extra practice with practicing DOUBLES FACTS (ADD 10).(There are 10
cards in this deck.Subjects:October 26 of the Mystery Year marks the date of an event by President Truman. To find the year, students solve math clues involving percent increase (including inflation percents greater than 100%), reasoning skills, and evaluating an expression with exponents in a real-world context. This motivating puzzle provides
review of 6th and 7th grade topics, and is great for students to use any time during the year. Your PDF download includes:2-page digital version with horizontal layout, prepped forDoubles Worksheets Bundleby Miss Mull's Little Learners This resource is full of activities that will help students gain fluency in their knowledge of doubles equations. Try
it out! Worksheets included:1. Doubles equations with corresponding ten frames on the opposite side of the paper. Students draw a line to the corresponding ten frame2. Doubles equations with answer left blank for students to cut and glue in the answers.3. Doubles equations with answer left blank for students to fill in. Corresponding ten frames
provided for visual support. 4. StuBOOM CARDS Near Doubles Deck 5by This deck will help students with the addition fact strategy "near doubles". First students will find the sum of the doubles equation. They will then use that sum to answer the doubles plus one or doubles plus 2 equation. This deck is part of a series. Pair with the
following:Doubles and Near Doubles WorksheetsDoubles Deck 1 (includes visual representation)Doubles Deck 2 (used for fluency)Near Doubles Deck 3 (doubles plus 1)Near Doubles Deck 4 (doubles plus 2)Near Doubles Deck 5 (doubles plus 1Doubles Facts Math Center Activityby Great activity with recording worksheet for mastering doubles facts!
This center activity requires students to find the sum of doubles facts and match it to its addition sentence. Students then write the sum on the recording worksheet. Great for math centers or individual practice.*Print on card stock and laminate for durability. Works great year after year!Are you looking for a new way to collect subtraction math facts
data quickly and efficiently? Use these no-prep math assessment tools to collect data on your student's ability to solve subtraction math facts. You will assess your students on each fact from 0-12, make 10 facts, doubles, doubles -1, and doubles -2. This resource will not only save you time during the back to school season, but it can also be used to
collect and access your data all year!**This resource is also included in a bundleAddition: Adding Doubles Nearpod Lesson 1st and 2nd GradeThis fun and differentiated INTERACTIVE lesson has slides to help introduce and teach Addition with an emphasis on addition of doubles. Everything you need to teach and introduce Addition of doubles to a
whole class or to assign to individual students.This Nearpod lesson has:Teaching SlidesSong SlideVideo SlideDraw it SlidesMatch it Slides**Check out the preview to look through all the slides within this Nearpod lesson.Nearpod collects daSnowflake matching activity to match doubles addition facts with the answers.Facts range from 1+1 up to
12+12. Laminate, cut out snowflakes, and attach hook velcro dots to the back of the equation snowflakes, and loop velcro dots to the back of the answer snowflakes. Have students match the equation with the correct answer. The last page of snowflakes are blank so you can write in your own digits (print multiple copies of this page if you need
to). Can be used for math rotations, task boxes, MorTypes:Doubles & One Game Link & Printableby Have fun practicing adding doubles plus one with this fun, easy to use, Google Slides game!Help your students practice and memorize mental math strategies with Doubles & One! Students can play with partners or up to 4 players. This can be used as
a fast finisher, in centers or for review! This product comes with a digital link to the Google Slide with directions, game pieces and dice all included. It also comes with all instruction for digital use that are easy to follow AND a printable versFREE! HALLOWEEN DOUBLES BUMP! Doubles to 20by This Halloween-theme bump game is easy to teach
and fun to play, and will give your students LOTS of practice with doubles to 20! The set includes color and black & white game boards and spinners, and is perfect for first or second grade students to use in centers, small groups, or during choice time. Easy prep for you, maximum engagement for your students! This print-and-play freebie includes:•
A game board for addition with doubles (color and black & white)) • A spinner (color and blPage 13This is a fun, free set of Addition Doubles and Doubles + 1 Games for your first grade math centers. These no prep printables will have your students wanting to play at every opportunity! They get to color and use Bingo Dabbers to complete the game
card. Here's what's included: Example of Completed Game CardSpin * Double * Add One - Sums to 9Spin * Double * Add Two - Sums to 8More Addition & Subtraction Resources:Winter Addition | Adding Three Numbers | Friends of Ten Superhero Math AddiVertical Math Sprints - +0, +1, +2, Doublesby I use this resource in the class to help my
students practice their Addition Fluency!Each subcategory - +0, +1, +2, and Doubles has an Animal that corresponds to the page. Easy to organize and allows the students to track their pwn progress. The students will know which level they are on depending on their animal.If you would like a HORIZONTAL version, please check my store. There is
also a bundle with the 2 options.Enjoy!Grades:Types:Tic-Tac-Toe: Doubles +/- Oneby What kid doesn't like a good game of tic-tac-toe?!My students LOVE playing tic-tac-toe, especially when it combines strategy. This game of tic-tac-toe encourages players to use problem-solving skills and strategy to get 5 in a row. Included:• 10 different boards•
playing cards• directionsAdditional Materials Needed:• Game pieces/markers*Print "scale-to-fit"*This game is part of a BUNDLE!Horizontal Math Sprints +0. + 1, + 2, Doublesby I use this resource in the class to help my students practice their Addition Fluency! Each subcategory - +0, +1, +2, and Doubles has an Animal that corresponds to the
page. Easy to organize and allows the students to track their pwn progress. The students will know which level they are on depending on their animal. If you would like a VERTICAL version, please check my store. There is also a bundle with the 2 options. Enjoy!Types:Doubles Rollingby Materials: 1 game board per studentone 0-9 dicecrayons or
pencilsThis game can be played in partners, groups or individually. Students roll the dice and double the number. It is great for helping students memorize their doubles facts. Great for a center activity!Subjects:Doubles Flash Cardsby Doubles flash cards 1+1, 2+2, 3+3, 4+4, 5+5, 6+6, 7+7, 8+8, 9+9, 10+10.Adding Double Facts - First Grade
Mathby This Addition Doubles Bundle Contains 3 Great Doubles Resources full of fun engaging practice activities just focusing around adding doubles 1+1 through 10+10!★ Doubles - Baseball Themed★ Martin Luther King Jr. Doubles★ Halloween DoublesBy buying this Doubles Facts Addition Bundle, you are SAVING 25% OFF the total price of the 3
individual packets!These Doubles Practice Printable Worksheets are perfect for math centers, math stations, buddy activities, peer tutoring, small group, early finishersThis product doubles as full digital lessons for the Concept Development portion of Grade 1 Eureka Math and also includes independent practice slides after each lesson. No prep-work
needed for four days of math lessons with 225 slides including 46 independent practice slides bundled at a big discounted rate! These lessons support Measurement and Data for CCSS particularly 1.MD.2 and 1.MD.4 as well as CCSS.1.OA.1. It also incorporates Standard Mathematical Practices MP4 and MP6. It is designed fPage 14This product
doubles as full digital lessons for the Concept Development portion of Grade 1 Eureka Math and also includes independent practice with interactive Google slides following each lesson. No prep-work needed for over 2 months of math lessons with over 2,500 slides at a big discounted rate! These lessons support CCSS Operations and Algebraic
Thinking (particularly CCSS.1.OA.1, CCSS.1.OA.3, CCSS.1.OA.4, CCSS.1.OA.5, CCSS.1.OA.6, CCSS.1.OA.7, and CCSS.OA.8) as well as Standard MathematicalPage 15This product doubles as full digital lessons for the Concept Development portion of Grade 1 Eureka Math and also includes independent practice with interactive Google slides following
each lesson. No prep-work needed for over 2 months of math lessons with over 2,500 slides at a big discounted rate! These lessons support CCSS Operations and Algebraic Thinking (particularly CCSS.1.OA.1, CCSS.1.OA.3, CCSS.1.OA.4, CCSS.1.OA.5, CCSS.1.OA.6, CCSS.1.OA.7, and CCSS.OA.8) as well as Standard MathematicalPage 16Students
convert customary and metric measurements in this math activity that doubles as classroom décor. Units include: mm, cm, m, km, in, ft, yd, mile, oz, cup, pint, quart, gal, lb, ton, minute, hour, day, week. All problems ask students to convert measurements within the same system. There are no metric-->customary or vice versa problems included in
this activity.Included are 32 pennants: 30 pennants with conversion problems and 2 "blank" to write your own conversion problems. Each pennanPage 17The digital activities in this mega bundle include making ten, ways to add, fact families, doubles, doubles plus one, commutative property of addition, ten frame, decomposing numbers, adding 3
addends, rainbow addition, ways to make 10, number bonds to add, word problems, and many more strategies for basic addition and subtraction. Pre-loaded and ready to use with Seesaw™ and Google Slides™, students apply the conceptual understanding of numbers with the visual representations to increase basicPage 18Students convert
customary and metric measurements in this math activity that doubles as classroom décor. Units include: mm, cm, m, km, in, ft, yd, mile, oz, cup, pint, quart, gal, lb, ton, minute, hour, day, week. All problems ask students to convert measurements within the same system. There are no metric-->customary or vice versa problems included in this
activity.Included are 32 pennants: 30 pennants with conversion problems and 2 "blank" to write your own conversion problems. Each pennanPage 19OVER 1000 Multiplication and Division Flashcards for MATH FLUENCY! This is what is included: FLASHCARDS GROUPED BY FACTORS, FACT FAMILIES, DOUBLES, and ALL MULTIPLICATION AND
DIVISION FACTS.*FACTORS x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10 ex. 5x0, 0x5, 5x1, 1x5, 5x2, 2x5, 5x3, 3x5, 5x4, 4x5, 5x5, 5x6, 6x5, 5x7, 7x5, 5x8, 8x5, 5x9, 9x5*Doubles ex. 0x0, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 9x9, 10x10, 11x11, 12x12*Fact Families ex. 5x2, 2x5, 10÷2, 10÷5*All Multiplication and Division FactPage 20This school bus is
just perfect for back to school! Not only is it a great beginning of the year craft, but it doubles as a bus safety lesson, too! Your little ones will be excited to make a cute school bus craft, and complete one {or two} of many different writing prompts. It's 46 pages of fun! :)Included:CRAFT*bus patterns, pics, & directionsON THE ROAD TO A GREAT
YEAR-bulletin board poster-full page prompt (color, b&w, primary, secondary)-half page prompt (color, b&w, primary,Page 21OVER 1000 Multiplication and Division Flashcards for MATH FLUENCY! This is what is included: FLASHCARDS GROUPED BY FACTORS, FACT FAMILIES, DOUBLES, and ALL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
FACTS.*FACTORS x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10 ex. 5x0, 0x5, 5x1, 1x5, 5x2, 2x5, 5x3, 3x5, 5x4, 4x5, 5x5, 5x6, 6x5, 5x7, 7x5, 5x8, 8x5, 5x9, 9x5*Doubles ex. 0x0, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 9x9, 10x10, 11x11, 12x12*Fact Families ex. 5x2, 2x5, 10÷2, 10÷5*All Multiplication and Division FactPage 22This school bus is just perfect
for back to school! Not only is it a great beginning of the year craft, but it doubles as a bus safety lesson, too! Your little ones will be excited to make a cute school bus craft, and complete one {or two} of many different writing prompts. It's 46 pages of fun! :)Included:CRAFT*bus patterns, pics, & directionsON THE ROAD TO A GREAT YEAR-bulletin
board poster-full page prompt (color, b&w, primary, secondary)-half page prompt (color, b&w, primary,Page 23OVER 1000 Multiplication and Division Flashcards for MATH FLUENCY! This is what is included: FLASHCARDS GROUPED BY FACTORS, FACT FAMILIES, DOUBLES, and ALL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION FACTS.*FACTORS x0, x1,
x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10 ex. 5x0, 0x5, 5x1, 1x5, 5x2, 2x5, 5x3, 3x5, 5x4, 4x5, 5x5, 5x6, 6x5, 5x7, 7x5, 5x8, 8x5, 5x9, 9x5*Doubles ex. 0x0, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 9x9, 10x10, 11x11, 12x12*Fact Families ex. 5x2, 2x5, 10÷2, 10÷5*All Multiplication and Division FactPage 24This month, we are practicing CVC words, word families,
consonant blends, sight words, reading, comprehension, writing complete sentences, using picture word banks, addition using a number line, doubles addition facts, addition problems using pictures, tally marks, 3D solids, number bonds, counting and graphing, and counting by fives.This standards based, math and language arts program is perfect
for the classroom, distance learning or homeschooling. It is structured in a way that is so easy toPage 25- An interactive and engaging unit that covers the research steps and ends with a fun, survey activity for students-Google suite compatible-Includes: Powerpoint (doubles as guided lesson plans for teacher), guided notes, guided reading, a survey
activity, and quizzes-Comes with free online textbook (website link on guided reading)! No outside resources needed!-Covers the following topics:unit of analysis, independent and dependent variables, spurious relationshipssocial sciences, expert authoritPage 26This is a growing bundle of my first grade math stations from my TPT store. These
include dice games, nonstandard measurement, fractions, numeracy activities, 3d shapes, money, hundred's chart activities, even and odd, doubles, telling time, and more! There are 21 total products and over 1,300 pages!!The great thing about this set is that it is a growing bundle. This means that any time I add a new resource, you will get it at no
extra charge. Each time I add a new product, the price will go up,
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